This study investigates differences in request e-mails written in 
Introduction
The electronic mail (e-mail) (Brown and Levinson, 1987) In addition, as many sociolmguistic and cross-cultural pragmatic studies reveal, cultures differ greatly in patterns and norms of interaction (eg, Gumperz, 1978 , Scollon & Scollon, 1995 , Wolfson, 1981 , Wierzbicka, 1985 and m information sequencmg, i e, how a given type of information is structured (Gumperz and Roberts, 1980, Kirkpatnck, 1991) . In the studies of Blum-Kulka et al (1984, 1985, 1989) , Clark (1979) and Fraser et al (1980) , it was found that, when makmg requests, speakers of different languages prefer strategies reflecting different degrees of directness based on their notions of politeness These facts, together with nonnative English speakmg students' unfamilianty with Amencan e-mail conventions (Ahmad and Eun, 1993) , may sometimes cause unnecessary cross-cultural miscommumcation on e-mail Therefore, m order to help English learners to interact with native English speakers appropnately on e-mail, cross-cultural comparisons of e-mail patterns should be conducted Many studies of e-mail communications in general have already been undertaken (eg, Baym, 1996; Bordia, 1996; Foertsch, 1995; Garton & Wellman, 1995; Harasim et al, 1994; Jacobson, 1996; Jones, 1995;  Rhemgold, 1993) Some studies have also focused on e-mail language (e g., Baron, 1984, Collot & Belmore; Ferrara et al, 1991 , Herrmg, 1996 , Murray, 1991a ,b, Selfe & Meyer, 1991 , Wilkms, 1991 and the use of e-mail m language teachmg (eg, Hartman et al, 1991, Kroonenberg, 1994; Mabrito, 1991 , Sayers, 1993 , Soullman & Dauterman, 1996 , Warschauer, 1995 However, to our knowledge, few, if there are any, lmgwstic studies of interethnic/interlingual e-mail communications (c.f, Herrmg, 1996) As is concluded in some e-mail studies (eg, Ferrara et al, 1991; Murray, 1988 Murray, , 1991 Levtnson, 1987 , Ktrkpatrtck, 1991 , Scollon and Scollon, 1983 Wierzbicka, 1985) The schema of this e-mail is salutation -request -explanationswishes --sign off
The subject title is irrelevant to the topic, although it is reflected m the closing The formal greeting in the beginning of the message demonstrates the sender's politeness The sender also tries to deal with the topic straightforwardly. However, the linguistic forms he chooses are too direct, and hence conceived of being impolite. The request expressions &dquo;I want to hear your opmion for one question&dquo; and &dquo;Expectmg to hear your suggestion &dquo; sound rude to American ears; the receiver seems have no options.
As suggested in Kirkpatrick (1991) , the two linguistic forms used to make the requests in this e-mail, i.e., &dquo;want&dquo; and &dquo;expect&dquo;, actually sound softer and polite in Chinese (i.e., xiangyao &dquo;want&dquo; and qiwang &dquo;expect&dquo;). The English learner in this case presumably directly translated the linguistic forms from Chinese but thereby failed to achieve his pragmatic purposes Therefore, although he used the appropnate structure to make his requests m English, due to his &dquo;pragmalinguistic failure&dquo; (Thomas, 1983) 
